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- subtraction operations in orthogonal 
range queries, lower bounds for, 
related problems, 82. 45 
Algebraic expressions 
evaluation, optimal parallel algorithms 
for, 81, 32 
Algorithms 
approximation 
parallel, for bin packing, 82, 262 
for shortest common superstring 
problem, 83, 1 
for finding minimal convex nested 
polygons, 83, 98 
NC, for computing number of perfect 
matchings in K,,,-free graphs, 88. 152 
parallel 
optimal, for dynamic expression evalua- 
tion and context-free recognition, 81, 
32 
for prefix sums problem, 81, 334 
on random graphs, average case 
analysis, 81, 318 
sequential interpolation search, unusual 
behavior, 81, 364 
sorting, application of new measure of 
presortedness, 83. 1 I1 
Alternation 
logarithmic, hierarchy, collapse on second 
level, 80. 269 
Automata 
checking stack, two-way deterministic, 
power. 80, 114 
finite-state, complete axiomatization for 
observational congruence, 81. 227 
on infinite objects, applications to logic 
and programming, 83, 41 
input/output, proof of Kahn’s fixed-point 
principle for, 82, 81 
theoretic decision procedure, for proposi- 
tional mu-calculus, 81. 249 
Average case analysis 
parallel graph algorithms, 81. 318 
Axiomatization 
complete, for observational congruence of 
finite-state behaviors, 81, 227 
B 
Bin packing 




for addition-subtraction operations in 
orthogonal range queries, related 
problems, 82, 45 
general, on number of examples needed 
for learning, 82, 247 
Calculus 
lambda 
polymorphic, domain theoretical 
models, 81, 123 
with surjective pairing, unique normal 
forms for. 80, 97 
mu 
as assertion-language for fairness 
arguments, 82, 278 
propositional, automata theoretic deci- 
sion procedure for, 81, 249 
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propositional formulas, optimization with 
regard to questions of deducibility, 
80, 18 
Closedness 
Cartesian, and partiality and toposes, 80, 
50 
Coding 
for write-efficient memory, 83, 80 
ranking, usefulness of numeration systems, 
81, 46 
Compilers 
combinator-based, static analysis incor- 
poration into, 82, 151 
Completeness 
generalized Hoare logic, language-inde- 
pendent proof, 80, 165 
Complexity 
classes, and defining parallel resources 
time and hardware, analysis, 80, 205 
computational, theory: simplicity, 
immunity, relativizations. and non- 
determinism, 80, I 
cubical graphs, 66, 53; corrigendum. 82, 
350 
linear graph grammars, 81, 88 
parallel, iterated mod problem, analysis, 
80, 193 
Congruence 
observational, of finite-state behaviors, 
complete axiomatization for, 81, 227 
Conjunction 
functions on disjoint variables, minimal 
polynomials for, size determination, 
83, 65 
Correctness 




concrete, recursive domain equations for, 
82, 65 
dynamic, multiple representations, main- 
tenance, 83, 206 
Data types 
abstract, correctness proofs for implemen- 
tation. 80, 121 
Decision trees 
construction with minimum description 
length principle, evaluation, 80, 227 
learning from random examples, 82, 231 
Deducibility 
questions, optimization of logical formulas 
with regard to, 80, 18 
Definability 
with bounded number of bound variables, 
83, 121 
Description length 
minimum, principle in construction of 
decision trees, evaluation, 80, 227 
Diagonalization 
in construction of oracles 
relativized Arthur-Merlin versus 
Merlin-Arthur games, 80, 44 
simplicity, immunity, relativizations. 
and nondeterminism, 80, I 
Domains 
polymorphic I-calculus, theoretical 
models, 81, 123 
recursive equations, for concrete data 
structures, 82, 65 
E 
Enumeration 
associated difficulties. discussion, 82, 34 
combinatorial, and uniform generation, 
problems, rapidly mixing Markov 
chains in solutions to, 82, 93 
generalized technique, in proving proper- 
ties of interactive proofs, 82, 185 
Equations 
domain, recursive. for concrete data struc- 
tures, 82, 65 
Equivalence 
problems, and Church-Rosser controlled 
rewriting systems, for deterministic 
context-free languages, 81, 265 
transition systems, algebraic characteriza- 
tion, 82, 198 
Expressibility 
first-order: definability with bounded 
number of bound variables, 83, I21 
Expressiveness 
deterministic logic, inferior power com- 
pared to nondeterministic logic, sim- 
plified proof, 81, 1 
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F linear grammars, power and complexity, 
81. 88 
Fairness random, parallel algorithms, average case 
arguments, p-calculus as assertion- analysis, 81, 318 
language for, 82, 278 
in context-free grammars under every 
choice-strategy, 88, 249 H 
Fields 
GF(2”), structure of parallel multipliers 
for, 83, 21 
Formulas 
propositional, optimization with regard to 
questions of deducibility, 88, 18 
Frink ideals 
powerdomains defined as completions via, 
investigation, 81, 290 
Functions 
conjunction on disjoint variables, minimal 
polynomials for, size determination, 
83, 65 
partial, and Cartesian closedness and 
toposes, 88, 50 
recursive, algorithmic learning of comput- 
ing programs for, trade-off among 
parameters affecting inductive 
inference, 82, 323 
G 
Hardware 
and time, parallel, complexity theory, 80, 
205 
Hierarchies 
arithmetical, in propositional dynamic 
logic, 81, 280 
logarithmic alternation, collapse on second 
level, 80, 269 
polynomial-time 
relativized Arthur-Merlin versus 
Merlin-Arthur games, 80, 44 
simplicity, immunity, relativizations, 
and nondeterminism, 80, 1 
Implementation 
abstract data types, correctness proofs for, 
80, 121 
Induction 
proofs by, automatic, in theories without 
constructors, 82, I 
Inference 
Games inductive, 
Arthur-Merlin versus Merlin-Arthur, 
trade-off among affecting 
relativized, characterization, 88, 44 
parameters, 82, 323 
strategies, usefulness of numeration 
systems, 81, 46 
Generation 
uniform, and combinatorial counting, 
problems, rapidly mixing Markov 
chains in solutions to, 82, 93 
Grammars 
context-free, fairness under every choice- 
strategy, 88, 249 
linear, for graphs, power and complexity, 
81, 88 
Graphs 
cubical, complexity, 66, 53; corrigendum, 
82, 350 
K,,,-free, number of perfect matchings, 




assertion, p-calculus as, for fairness 
arguments, 82, 278 
context-free 
deterministic, Church-Rosser controlled 
rewriting systems and equivalence 
problems for, 81, 265 
recognition, optimal parallel algorithms 
for, 81, 32 
formal, context-free grammars, fairness 
under every choice-strategy, 80, 249 
independent proof of soundness and com- 
pleteness of generalized Hoare logic, 
80, 165 
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L4, procedures as parameters in, 
associated reasoning, 83, 265 
parallel object-oriented, denotational 
semantics, 83, 152 
trace, regular and context-free, mem- 
bership problems for, 82. 135 
Learning 
algorithmic, of programs computing recur- 
sive functions: trade-off among 
parameters affecting inductive 
inference. 82, 323 
decision trees from random examples. 82, 
231 
number of examples needed for, general 
lower bound, 82, 241 
List ranking 
and faster optimal parallel prefix sums, 81, 
334 
Logic 
applications of automata on infinite 
objects, 83, 41 
deterministic, inferior expressiveness com- 
pared to nondeterministic logic, sim- 
plified proof, 81, 1 
Hoare, generalized, language-independent 
proof of soundness and completeness, 
80, 165 
propositional dynamic, arithmetical 
hierarchy, 81, 280 
recursion, presentation, 81, 168 
M 
Machines 
parallel random access, concurrent-write, 
with read-only memory, power, 83, 
234 
Turing, multihead, linear-time simulation, 
81, 353 
Markov chains 
rapidly mixing, in solutions to com- 
binatorial counting and uniform 
generation problems, 82, 93 
Matchings 
perfect, number in K,,,-free graphs, NC 
algorithms for computation, 80, 152 
Membership 
problems for regular and context-free trace 
languages, 82, 135 
Memory 
read-only, concurrent-write PRAMS with, 
power, 83, 234 
write-efficient, coding for, 83. 80 
Models 
domain theoretical, of polymorphism. 81, 
123 
Multipliers 
parallel, structure for class of fields 
GF(2”). 83, 21 
N 
Networks 
with many identical finite state processes, 
associated reasoning, 81, 13 
Normal forms 
unique, for lambda calculus with surjective 
pairing, 80, 97 
Numeration systems 
use and usefulness. 81. 46 
0 
Object histories 
decision problems, 83, 245 
Optimization 
propositional calculus formulas with 
regard to questions of deducibility, 
80, 18 
Oracles 
construction by diagonalization 
relativized Arthur-Merlin versus 
Merlin-Arthur games, 80, 44 
simplicity, immunity, relativizations, 
and nondeterminism, 80, 1 
P 
Parameters 
procedures as, in language L4, associated 
reasoning, 83, 265 
Permutations 
ranking, usefulness of numeration systems, 
81, 46 
Polygons 
minimal convex nested, algorithm for, 83, 
98 
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Polymorphism 
domain theoretical models, 81, 123 
Polynomials 
minimal, for conjunction of functions on 
disjoint variables, size determination, 
83, 65 
Power 
concurrent-write PRAMS with read-only 
memory, analysis, 83, 234 
expressive, propositional dynamic logic, 
increase by alternation of modalities, 
81, 280 
linear graph grammars, 81, 88 
two-way deterministic checking stack 
automata, 80, 114 
Powerdomains 
convex, investigation, 81, 290 
Presortedness 
presentation of new measure, 83, 1 I 1 
Principles 
Kahn’s fixed-point, for input/output 
automata, proof, 82, 81 
minimum description length, in construc- 
tion of decision trees, evaluation, 80, 
227 
Problems 
bin packing, parallel approximation algo- 
rithms for, 82, 262 
combinatorial counting and uniform 
generation, rapidly mixing Markov 
chains in solutions to, 82, 93 
decision, of object histories, 83, 245 
equivalence, and Church-Rosser con- 
trolled rewriting systems, for deter- 
ministic context-free languages, 81, 
265 
finding minimal convex nested polygons, 
algorithm for. 83, 98 
iterated mod, analysis of parallel com- 
plexity, 88, 193 
maintaining multiple representations of 
dynamic data structures, analysis, 83, 
206 
membership, for regular and context-free 
trace languages, 82, 135 
prefix sums, parallel algorithm for, 81, 334 
shortest common superstring, approxima- 
tion algorithms for, 83, I 
Processes 
finite state, identical, reasoning about 
networks with, 81, 13 
Programming 
applications of automata on infinite 
objects, 83, 41 
language L4, procedures as parameters in, 
associated reasoning, 83, 265 
Programs 
computing recursive functions, algorithmic 
learning: trade-off among parameters 
affecting inductive inference, 82, 323 
deterministic logic, inferior expressiveness 
compared to nondeterministic logic, 
simplified proof, 81, 1 
recursion logic, presentation, 81, 168 
verification: reasoning about networks 
with many identical finite state pro- 
cesses, 81, 13 
Proofs 
correctness, for abstract implementations, 
80, 121 
by induction. automatic, in theories 
without constructors, 82, I 
interactive. properties, proving by 
generalized counting technique. 82, 
185 
Kahn’s fixed-point principle for input/out- 
put automata, 82, 81 
language-independent, for soundness and 
completeness of generalized Hoare 
logic, 80, 165 
simplified, for inferior expressiveness of 
deterministic logic compared to non- 
deterministic logic, 81, 1 
Q 
Queries 
orthogonal range, addition-subtraction 
operations, lower bounds for, related 
problems, 82, 45 
R 
Reasoning 
about networks with many identical finite 
state processes, 81, 13 
about procedures as parameters in 
language L4, 83, 265 
Recursion 
logic, presentation, 81, 168 
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Reducibility 
conjunctive and disjunctive, distinction by 
sparse sets, 81, 62 
Representations 
multiple, of dynamic data structures, 
maintenance, 83, 206 
Rewriting systems 
Church-Rosser, controlled, and equiv- 
alence problems, for deterministic 
context-free languages, 81, 265 
S 
interpolation, sequential, unusual algo- 
rithmic behavior, 81. 364 
Semantics 
denotational, of parallel object-oriented 
language, 83, 152 
Sets 
sparse, in distinction of conjunctive and 
disjunctive reducibility, 81, 62 
Simulation 
linear-time, multihead Turing machines, 
81, 353 
Sorting 
algorithms, application of new measure of 
presortedness, 83, I II 
Soundness 
generalized Hoare logic, language-inde- 
pendent proof, 80, 165 
Static analysis 
incorporation into combinator-based com- 
piler, 82, 15 1 
Strategies 
choice, fairness in context-free grammars 
under, 80, 249 
game, usefulness of numeration systems, 
81, 46 
Strings 
contiguous binary, of unknown lengths, 
encoding, usefulness of numeration 
systems, 81. 46 
sparse binary, compression, usefulness of 
numeration systems, 81, 46 
Structure 
parallel multipliers for class of fields 
GF(2”‘), 83, 21 
Subtraction 
-addition operations in orthogonal range 
queries, lower bounds for, related 
problems, 82, 45 
Sums 
prefix, problem, parallel algorithm for, 81, 
334 
Surjective pairing 
unique normal forms for lambda calculus 
with, 80, 97 
Theories 
combinatorial group: usefulness of 
numeration systems, 81, 46 
equational. without constructors. 
automatic proofs by induction in, 82. 
indexed category: domain theoretical 
models of polymorphism, 81, 123 
recursion, presentation of logic, 81, 168 
Thue-Morse word 
optimal word chains for, 83. 140 
Time 
and hardware, parallel, complexity theory. 
80. 205 
Toposes 
and partiality and Cartesian closedness, 80, 
50 
Transition systems 
equivalence. algebraic characterization, 82, 
198 
Trees 
decision, see Decision trees 
infinite, automata on, applications to logic 
and programming, 83, 41 
V 
Variables 
bound, definability with bounded number 
of, 83, 121 
disjoint, minimal polynomials for conjunc- 
tion of functions on, size determina- 
tion, 83, 65 
w 
Word chains 
optimal, for Thue-Morse word, 83, 140 
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